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“Colours tell stories. Colours trigger memories. 
Colours are full of information that we perceive 
and process at the subliminal, semi-conscious 
and conscious levels of our minds. Visual 
perception is possibly the most dominant sense 
for most people, even though there are a range 
of differences in the way individuals actually 
experience colour. This difference and ambiguity 
around colour perception is very interesting to 
me as a designer and I try to achieve a state of 
‘dynamic harmony’ between the colours in my 
work.

When I look at the world I see everything as 
made up of particles of colour; particles that 
vibrate and communicate with each other; 
colour that spills, infiltrates, reflects, bleeds and 
permeates the life world. It’s an endless source 
of delight and inspiration. 

I love richness in materials and in colours, 
I love layered, ambiguous and complex colours 
because I feel they enrich our experience of living, 
and produce positive effects on our minds. My 
paintings are colour experiments that are inspired 
by, and inform, my architectural colour work.”

Lymesmith is the creative studio of artist 
and colour designer Sonia van de Haar. The 
multidisciplinary colour practice is dedicated to 
connecting people and place, bringing intelligent 
and stimulating colour to all the spaces where 
people live, work and thrive. 

Lymesmith’s work encompasses studio painting, 
mural painting, public art and architectural colour 
design. Lymesmith’s painting practice is process 
driven and meditative. Painting in the studio 
provides a way to process and think about colour 
in her architectural projects, to test and reflect on 
ideas in an unrestricted way.

Lymesmith

Hive I_13.LP

31.9 x 13.8cm
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Apple Blossom I_7.LP

32x24.5 cm
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Hive II_13.LP

31.9x13.8cm
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Apple Blossom II_7.LP

24.5x24.5 cm
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Howzat_16.LP

40x21.2cm
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Wax Flower_16.LP

40x21.2cm
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Apple Blossom III_12.LP

40x21.8cm 
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Apple Blossom IV_12.LP

40x21.8cm 
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Milk I_11.LP

40x21.8cm 
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

Milk II_11.LP

40x21.8cm 
Acrylic house paint on timber panel

$310

Buy here

$350

Buy here

$310

Buy here

$340

Buy here

$380

Buy here

$380

Buy here

$380

Buy here

$380

Buy here

$380

Buy here

$380

Buy here
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https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/hive-i_13-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/apple-blossom-i_7-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/hive-ii_13-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/apple-blossom-ii_7-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/howzat_16-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/wax-flower_16-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/apple-blossom-iii_12-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/apple-blossom-iv_12-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/milk-i_11-lp
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/milk-ii_11-lp


$420

Buy here

Velvet Goldmine

23cm x 28cm
Acrylic on Canvas

“Colour to me is emotionally driven in its 
application and how I receive it. I’ve always 
leaned towards muted and limited colour palettes 
as I find colour such a powerful tool - I’m drawn 
to interesting juxtapositions of colour over large 
areas. Colour has the ability to change the 
meaning of a work and evoke an individual’s 
response towards it, with even one slight contrast. 

I approach colour as a means of expressing 
how I’m feeling. I don’t often think too much 
about it or plan my colours when I’m painting, 
rather I see what I’m drawn to as I reach for the 
brush. My colour combinations happen in that 
moment. Colour to me is the addition to my work 
that connects me to the time and place of its 
creation.”

With over a decade in the Textile Industry 
following a background of art and photography 
study and practice, Sarah established OAT Studio. 
Her designs are influenced by architecture and 
our built environment. In her practice, she dissects 
the shapes of building facades and creates new 
architectural compositions with the fractured 
images. 

After relocating to Canberra, Sarah was 
immediately inspired by the incredible Brutalist 
modernist structures throughout the city. From 
photos and paintings to architectural structures, 
Sarah creates designs for fabrics with a 
thoughtful colour palette. 

Sarah Annand

Liza Jane

28cm x 33cm
Acrylic on Canvas

Rebel Rebel

28cm x 33cm
Acrylic on Canvas

Shapes of Things

33cm x 33cm
Acrylic on Canvas

Lady Stardust

28cm x 33cm
Acrylic on Canvas

Friday on my Mind

28cm x 28cm
Acrylic on Canvas

Moonage Daydream

33cm x 43cm
Acrylic on Canvas

Art Decade

48cm x 64cm
Acrylic on Canvas

$550

$550

Buy here

$610

Buy here

$550

Buy here

$550

Buy here

$750

Buy here

$1,100

Buy here
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Buy here
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https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/velvet-goldmine
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/rebel-rebel
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/shapes-of-things
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/lady-stardust
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/friday-on-my-mind
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/moonage-daydream
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/art-decade
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/liza-jane


$1,390

Buy here

The Stuff Of Dreams

58x58cm
Acrylic on canvas

“The colours I use in my work are often drawn 
from a harmonious palette of earthy tones that 
surround me. These colours are grounding for me. 
The colours I choose are an emotional response 
to how I feel at the time, impacting on the 
painting I create.”

Denise Hojdyssek’s artworks take inspiration from 
travel, the Australian landscape and a love for 
mid century interior design. Denise was born in 
Germany and grew up in Sydney, where she was 
surrounded by Scandinavian design, Mid-Century 
art and textiles. It was during her childhood that 
she fostered a strong connection to Abstract 
Expressionists, Bauhaus and the Modernists. 
In addition to these profound influences, her 
artistic practice builds upon her experience in 
photography, design, visual merchandising, 
styling and makeup artistry. 

Now based in Adelaide, Denis’s paintings are a 
product of a labour-intensive process of building 
up painted surfaces with abstract shapes and 
transparent washes. These are then meticulously 
sanded down until the final texture and image is 
achieved.

Denise Hojdyssek

Words Are Gold Dust

33x33cm
Acrylic on canvas

The Warm Pink of Dusk

43x33cm
Acrylic on canvas

August Sun

33x33cm
Acrylic on canvas

Vivid Refection

49x49cm
Acrylic on canvas

Eye Level To The Green Water

63x53cm
Acrylic on canvas

Painted Summer

48x48cm
Acrylic on canvas

$690

Buy here

$650

Buy here

$650

Buy here

$990

Buy here

$1,390

Buy here

$690

Buy here
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https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/the-stuff-of-dreams
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/the-warm-pink-of-dusk
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/words-are-gold-dust
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/august-sun
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/vivid-refection
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/eye-level-to-the-green-water
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/painted-summer


$460

Buy here

Kaday Baja/Return

50x60cm
Acrylic on birch

“In my practice I use colour as a tool to 
communicate my connection to Country. Colour 
helps me carry feelings into the work. Colour is 
both objective and subjective, so it supports me 
in building my own individual identity as well 
as connecting me to my cultural identity and 
communities.” 

Tiarna Herczeg is a kuku-yalanji artist practising 
on Gadigal lands. She has spent most of her 
life living on Dharug country and still maintains 
a strong connection to the Western Sydney 
community. Her approach to painting is derived 
from a sense of urgency regarding her spiritual 
and cultural identity. 

Living off-Country and practising mostly inside 
her studio, Tiarna is guided to use the emotional 
and creative energy within her, which often 
provokes questionable memories of colourful 
landscapes. There is a spiritual exchange of 
energy between herself and the artwork. In her 
artistic practice, Tiarna allows herself to listen 
and be guided by her cultural intuition and is 
therefore left with a unique, sacred depiction of 
Country that cannot be told by anyone else.

Tiarna Herczeg

Juju juju dungay/Back Up

60x60cm
Acrylic on birch

Across the ngidin/Across the Border

50x50cm
Acrylic on birch

Where it is Bujar/Where it is Cool

55x60cm
Acrylic on birch

After the duduy is jirra/After the 
Bush is Burnt

50x50cm
Acrylic on birch

Mara waban wabaji/Busy

60x60cm
Acrylic on birch

Yikin/River Bank

60x60cm 
Acrylic on birch

Marun Marun/Bright Red

50x60cm 
Acrylic on birch

$400

Buy here

$570

Buy here

$490

Buy here

$400

Buy here

$565

Buy here

$575

Buy here

$440

Buy here
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https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/kaday-baja-return
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/across-the-ngidin-across-the-border
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/juju-juju-dungay-back-up
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/where-it-is-bujar-where-it-is-cool
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/after-the-duduy-is-jirra-after-the-bush-is-burnt
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/mara-waban-wabaji-busy
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/yikin-river-bank
https://gingerfinch.com.au/products/marun-marun-bright-red

